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A B O U T  M Y  C O M M U N I T Y
O U R  M I L E S T O N E S

My Community is a non-profit organisation

which conducts community-based

participatory research and heritage

assessments; establishes community

museums, archives and libraries; organises

participatory programmes and guided

tours; and co-create community

architecture and urban spaces to preserve

our social memories, celebrate our shared

culture and heritage and champion greater

community involvement in cultural

management and urban governance.

 

Before we were formally registered as a

society on 26 August 2010, we started

engaging the Queenstown community

through befriending in 2006, organising

UEN: T10SS0125C

Registered Address: Blk 46-3 Commonwealth

Drive #01-388 Singapore 140463

Auditor: AccAssurance LLP

We do not have trustees, investments or

advisors
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guided tours in 2008 and blogging in 2009. 

On 12 December 2015, My Community was

registered as a charity under the Charities

Act. We were then recognised as an

Institution of Public Character on 13

December 2016.  Today, My Community

boasts almost 500 volunteers. Our first

community museum in Queenstown was

opened on 31 December 2018.



1 We conduct community-based

participatory research and

establish community archives to

preserve the social memories of

our communities

2
3

We set up community

museums, co-create exhibitions

and organise participatory

programmes and guided tours

to celebrate our shared culture

and heritage 
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We champion greater community

involvement in cultural management

and urban governance through

community architecture, participatory

design and heritage assessments.

OUR MISSION

M r  B a e y  Y a m  K e n g  a t  t h e  l a u n c h  o f  M u s e u m  @  M y  Q u e e n s t o w n  i n

F e b r u a r y  2 0 1 9  



PRESERVING
THE
COMMON
MAN STORY
FOR OUR
COLLECTIVE
MEMORY

OUR VISION

Every community has a story to tell.

Through heritage walks, community

museums and cultural mapping, we wish

to narrate the endearing story of the

common people, celebrate the little things

which make our neighbourhoods special,

and connect individuals to the social

networks in the community.
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PRES IDENT 'S  MESSAGE

Kwek  L i  Yong

Proud. Honoured. Touched. These are words

which describe how I feel towards each and

every volunteer and associate who had

contributed in our cultural mapping

exercises, heritage tours,  community

museums and archives during the past

year. It is my privilege to lead the most

passionate and committed group of

volunteers in this new phase of community

activism, where our first community

museum in Queenstown opens up a whole

lot of possibilities and positivities in

preserving the common man story and

generating greater community 

involvement in cultural management and

urban governance.

 

The soaring interest in community heritage

mirrored the exponential increase in our

volunteer recruitment during the past year.

In this fruitful year, we added more than

200 volunteers and organised 118 public

tours and 77 programmes - a milestone

which nearly doubled 2018's figures. We also

introduced a cultural mapping exercise in

Tanglin Halt and launched guided

community tours in Redhill, Dawson, Mt

Faber & Sentosa and Telok Blangah.

 

 

2 0 1 9  V o l u n t e e r  A p p r e c i a t i o n  D a y
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What should be conceived as the defining

moment in our organisation's short history

must be the inauguration of Museum @ My

Queenstown in December 2018. The

temporary space at Block 46-3 is the first

independent community museum in

Singapore and serves as a focal point for

our volunteers, residents and associates. 

 

Barring the initial hiccups, the unrivalled

dedication of our volunteers had transpired

into participatory programmes which

extended beyond conventional methods to

present history and heritage of a

which brings the community together to

preserve our collective memory and

celebrate our shared culture and heritage.

 

This 45sqm shophouse is a precursor to a

larger 300sqm space at Block 30A Margaret

Drive, which will house a community library,

interactive exhibition spaces and family

history centre. In the coming year, we are

organising an islandwide community

heritage festival, a cultural mapping

exercise at Alexandra Village and expanding

our repertory of community tours to River

Valley and Boon Keng.

community. For instance, who would have

thought about transforming the museum

into an escape room, or gathering the

residents to stitch a giant quilt? The

amalgamation of creativity and artistry had

forged a dynamic model to increase

community participation in museums. This

community-centric approach also brought

about numerous poignant moments, from

reuniting long-lost classmates at our

reunions to sharing heartrending stories of

our childhood at the seminars. Museum @

My Queenstown is a powerful institution

The new tours, festivals, museums and

community-based participatory research

initiatives, which exemplify the depth and

diversity of  community heritage, are

achievable because many volunteers and

associates have committed their time and

resources to the organisation. I am deeply

proud and honoured by your devotion

towards a more inclusive and sustainable

approach to heritage. The most touching

element in community heritage is meeting

so many people who love our communities

so, so much.
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Volunteers play an integral role in engaging

the community through arts and heritage,

whether they are part of our cultural

mapping, tour, archival or museum teams.

We treasure the time they invest in bringing

the community together, and ensure that

they are well equipped to serve in the teams

that they are a part of. 

 

My Community organises capacity building

workshops on a monthly basis throughout the

year to train our volunteers. These include  guide

training, oral history interviews and cultural

mapping workshops. 

 

 

Given our emphasis on community building,

we recognise the need to first build a strong

community within our organisation before

we can run community initiatives for others.

Throughout the year, our volunteer

engagement team organises town hall

meetings, appreciation events and retreats.

In September 2018, we took a day trip to

climb Gunung Lambak in Malaysia’s Kluang.

Volunteers both young and old spurred each

other on, and we eventually made it to the

mountain’s summit. In February 2019, we

hosted a volunteers’ appreciation luncheon

at Museum @ My Queenstown.

VOLUNTEER  ENGAGEMENT
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RESEARCHING AND
DOCUMENTING

SOCIAL MEMORIES

Geographer Randall Mason describes

communities as groups of people who share

similar values and beliefs, acknowledge with

the group and its practices, and recognise

one another as members of that group. A

sense of community emerges when

members of the group participate actively in

community activism, political discussion or

heritage assessments.

 

My Community conducts community-based

participatory research (CBPR) to preserve

social memories in communities for posterity

and develop urban and cultural

management policies which benefit the

community. CBPR is fundamentally a

collaborative approach which involves 

community members, academic researchers

and organisational representatives equitably

in every phase of the research process. All the

partners in the process share decision-

making roles and contribute to knowledge

creation in order to enhance understanding

of a particular phenomenon and integrate

the acquired knowledge with policy

interventions or advocacy to benefit the well-

being of the community members. 

 

Through this community-centred research,

members also actively explore what heritage
is and why it is important. In other words,

community-based research provides a

platform for members to negotiate their

identity, their sense of place and community. 
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CULTURAL  MAPP ING  AT

TANGL IN  HALT

Cultural mapping at Tanglin Halt is an

ongoing community-based participatory

research project spearheaded by My

Community to record and present the

cultural resources, networks and patterns of

usage in one of Singapore's oldest HDB

communities. As a preliminary stage in our

planning process, information gathered

from cultural mapping constitutes the

foundation for our upcoming museum,

programmes and strategic blueprints for

urban planning and cultural management.

One of the deliverables conceived from the

research includes a digital cartographic

 

map comprising oral history interviews, old

photographs and intangible spatial

relationships between community members,

their practices and lived environment in

Tanglin Halt.

 

Tanglin Halt is one of the five original

neighbourhoods in Queenstown, Singapore's

first satellite town. Bounded by the Malayan

Railway, Commonwealth Avenue and

Queensway, Tanglin Halt is home to the first

flatted factory, the first HDB neighbourhood

centre and in close proximity to the first

branch library and polyclinic in Singapore.
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From November 2019, some 3,400

households that are selected for Selective

Enbloc Redevelopment Scheme (SERS) will

start moving out of the neighbourhood to

newly constructed residential apartments

in Dawson and Margaret Drive. Recognising

the adverse impacts of relocation and

displacement on individuals with

disabilities and low-income families who

rely greatly on community-based social

networks, and elderly residents who have

particular difficulty adjusting to new

surroundings and establishing new social

ties, the cultural mapping team was

assembled in April 2018 to collect stories

and old photographs from the residents

and map their deep-rooted social

connections. The common man stories will

be preserved and immortalised at the

prospective community museum located in

the replacement precinct so as to forge a

sense of familiarity in the new environment.

Our cultural mappers, who have previously

traced their communal networks, will

reconnect these elderly residents with their

old friends and help build new social ties

through participatory programmes. Both

approaches attempt to recreate the strong

sense of community in Tanglin Halt and

ensure residents lead meaningful and

fulfilling lives in their twilight years.

 

In order to ensure that the cultural

mappers are well equipped to serve in the

team, capacity building workshops on oral

history interviews and cultural mapping are

conducted periodically. The workshops on

oral history interviews prepare volunteers to

adequately comprehend the scope and

structure of the interviews, research ethics,

conversational skills and transcribing. The

seminars on cultural mapping discuss a

variety of data-collection methods

including mental mapping, geographic 

information system (GIS) and

photogrammetry.

 

The pilot stage of the community-based

participatory research took place between

June and November 2018 and encompassed

more than 200 market and hawker stalls,

neighbourhood shops and eating houses at

Tanglin Halt neighbourhood centre. A

number of useful learning points from the

initial stage were incorporated in the

second phase to enhance the robustness

and efficacy of the research. This includes a

six-month long door-to-door speed

interviews with approximately 7,000

residents to ascertain their interest in

cultural mapping and eligibility based on

their length of residence and knowledge

about the neighbourhood. 

 

Our cultural mappers would proceed to

make social acquaintances with interested

residents in the subsequent phase to

prepare them for oral history interviews and

cultural mapping. Putting himself or herself

in the shoes of the interviewee also allows

the volunteer to be sensitive and

demonstrate empathy. Following the

interviews, the information gathered in the

observations were transferred to the GIS. GIS

possesses the capability to show a series of

individualised layers simultaneously,

revealing where in the neighbourhood

individual lives and personal memories

converge.

 

In the coming year, the cultural mappers

will continue to engage the residents and

map their social connections. We will also

introduce a new cultural mapping project at

Alexandra Village to identify, record and

present the integrated picture of the

cultural character and significance of the

historic neighbourhood.
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Heritage documentation is indispensable for

the purposes of identification, assessment,

and physical preservation of cultural objects,

buildings and sites. My Community has

established a community archives in

Queenstown, to not only preserve the

physical integrity of the cultural objects in

the estate, and more importantly, to acquire

comprehensive knowledge of them and be

able to identify and assess them intuitively. 

 

A key premise of My Queenstown Archives is

active participation of community members

in collection development and collection

 

 

 

management. Through community-based

cultural significance assessments of the

objects, photographs and items for

accessioning, residents can decide what

artefacts or materials are pertinent to

reclaiming the spaces in their social memory.

By extending this collaborative approach to

other important functions of community

archiving such as cataloguing and artefact

restoration, we can "give substance to a

community's right to own their memories." In

other words, My Queenstown Archives serves

as an imperative domain for identity

formation and place attachment.

COMMUN I TY  ARCH IVES
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B l o c k  7 6  s i g n a g e

A  W W I I  c a n i s t e r  f r o m  B u l l e r

C a m p
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COMMUNITY LIBRARY

The importance of community archives will

be emphasised at future volunteer

recruitments as we aspire to aggrandise the

small team into an elemental component of

the organisation. The archives will also find a

new home at the upcoming My Queenstown

Museum in the next two years.

While community archives amass and

provide access to unpublished materials on

the history of a particular area or topic of

shared interest, community libraries are

repositories of published sources to promote

scholarship and social wellbeing. My

Community's interpretation of a community

library differs from the state's in two principal

areas. First, the collection of information

sources is curated by members of the

community for their families and neighbours.

Second, the library contains a family history

centre which builds and holds genealogical

records and oral interviews for individuals

who have resided or worked in the

community. As the collection of personal

stories and family records grows, this feature

will assume greater importance amidst

higher plurality and secularism in our society

and constant downscaling and deracination

of cemeteries and crematoriums.

 

An experimental bookshelf was installed at

Museum @ My Queenstown in January 2019

to investigate the feasibility of a community-

centred library. Its approachability,

applicability, and engaging collection of

materials has contributed to its popularity as

residents feed the shelf with new books every

week. The community library and family

history centre will also be housed at the

future museum. 

B o w l i n g  p i n s  f r o m

Q u e e n s t o w n  B o w l i n g  A l l e y





CELEBRATING OUR
SHARED CULTURE
AND HERITAGE

Every community has a story to tell. Through

heritage walks, community museums and

neighbourhood festivals, we wish to narrate

the endearing story of the common people,

celebrate the little things which make our

neighbourhoods special, and connect

individuals to the social networks in the

community.

 

We celebrate our communities in three

ways: community tours, community

museums and community festivals.

Community tours are guided walks around

an array of everyday landmarks in our

neighbourhoods which conjure the past and

textured with collective histories and

individual experiences that have occured on

site. We have co-designed nine routes with

with stakeholders including My Dawson, My

Alexandra, My Holland Village, My Tanglin

Halt, My Tiong Bahru, My Mt Faber & Sentosa,

My Telok Blangah, My Redhill and the

museum tour.

 

Community museums are anchors of

localised memories which connect residents

with the everyday places they have interacted

with all their lives. Our first iteration at

Museum @ My Queenstown was opened in

December 2018 and it serves as a prototype

for a full-fledged museum space at Block 30A.

 

Community festivals commemorate the

everyday heroes and common places in our

neighbourhoods. Preparation for 2019's

edition of My Queenstown Festival and

Community Heritage Festival has

commenced.
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Community heritage tours are mediums

which the embodied past is engaged visually

and experientially in a co-curated collection

of heritage sites within the neighbourhood.

These heritage sites are invested with sensory

cues which remind participants about the

progress of the community and layered with

personal biographies and collective

memories that have transpired on site.

 

There are three principal components in our

community tours: familiarity, multi-sensory

experiences and community ownership. First,

everyday places including HDB flats,

 

community libraries and sports complexes

are picked not because they contain awe-

inspiring narratives. Instead, they are

associated with an individual's "routinised

biographical traces" that are imperative for

identity building and place attachment. As

these mundane landmarks may also identify

with certain exceptional events or prominent

personalities, the interweaving of national

narratives and localised experiences bestow

more nuanced meanings and evoke

embodied heritage experiences.

 

Second, sensory experiences and mnemonic 

COMMUN I TY  TOURS
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Inaugurated in February 2019, My Dawson

heritage tour recounts how Queenstown

morphed into a modern residential town in

the late 1950s. Looking back to Singapore's

founding as a port city in 1819, the colonial-

themed tour weaves in compelling accounts

from Queenstown’s former nutmeg, gambier

and rubber plantations, military barracks and

the Singapore Botanic Gardens. 

 

Participants in the tour will explore an

assortment of emblematic institutions

constructed by the British administration

including Princess House, Phoenix Park and

Tanglin Barracks. Participants will also hear a

tapestry of colourful stories from long-time

residents, who will share about what makes

Queenstown an endearing home for them.

The tour takes place on every first Saturday

and Sunday. 

devices are crafted within the tour to vivify

the past and connect with the participants.

Residents and long-time shop keepers are

deployed along the tours to share their

intangible experiences so that the everyday

places are mediated and relatable. These

first-hand encounters also establish an

emotive bridge between the past and

present, and enable participants to

connect more intimately to the site history.

 

Third, communities, as both consumers

and custodians to the everyday landmarks,

partake in the heritage tours as volunteer

guides, resident ambassadors or

researchers. Multiple stakeholders

including residents, temples, churches,

schools and government agencies are

mobilised in the selection of cultural

heritage signifiers and the procurement of

personal photographs and memories. The

people-centred process of designing and

guiding community tours strengthens the

connection between people and place

which, in turn, transforms common urban

spaces into endearing communities.

M y  A l e x a n d r a  h e r i t a g e  t o u r  t e a m

MY DAWSON HERITAGE TOUR

GUIDED COMMUNITY
TOURS IN QUEENSTOWN



My Alexandra heritage tour visits the

military installations constructed by the

British troops to defend the naval outpost

at Keppel Harbour. The harbour, which

became one of the busiest channels in the

world in the 1880s, was the focal point of

the Chinese junk trade and the chief export

gateway for gambier, pepper and spices. 

 

Singapore’s success in entrepot trade

underlined the importance of fortifying the

island to defend British interest in the Far

East. Between the 1840s and 1940s, many

military encampments including Alexandra

Hospital, Gillman Barracks and Fort Pasir

Panjang were built along Alexandra Road.

Fort Pasir Panjang was a former defence

battery located within the Labrador Park

Nature Reserve, constructed to defend the

western entrance to Keppel Harbour. 

 

The tour follows the chronology of World

War II, from Fort Pasir Panjang to the

massacre at Alexandra Hospital and its

neighbouring Boh Beh Kang village.

Launched in 2015, the tour takes place on

every second Saturday and Sunday.

Adjacent to Kim Seng Land Co. Ltd’s Pasir

Panjang Rubber Estate was a burial ground

owned by Hakka clan association Ying Fo

Fui Kun. Bounded by Commonwealth

Avenue and North Buona Vista Road, the

ancestral hall and its surrounding cemetery

was established in 1887 for clansmen from

five townships in Jia Ying prefecture in

Guangzhou to have a place for burial and

ancestor worship. The village expanded

rapidly after the installation of the British

military bases at Alexandra and Pasir

Panjang in the 1930s as early retail outlets

were started for the sole purpose of

servicing the British soldiers and their

families domiciled near Holland Village.

 

The physical transformation of the village-

scape in Commonwealth and Holland took

place between the mid-1960s and mid-

1970s when the Housing and Development

Board (HDB) acquired four cemeteries near

the original Queenstown satellite town,

including three owned by Ying Fo Fui Kun,

as a “logical extension” of Queenstown. The

guided tour, which takes place on every

third Saturday and Sunday, brings

participants to the village, its timeless

ancestral hall and remnants of the Hakka

cemetery.
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MY ALEXANDRA HERITAGE TOUR

MY HOLLAND VILLAGE HERITAGE
TOUR

My Holland Village heritage tour traces

the transformation of Singapore’s first

satellite town from a rubber plantation in

the 1870s to a bustling military village in

the 1930s and a renowned expatriate

centre and tourist attraction in the 2000s.

 

The first residents in Holland Village 

were gambier and rubber planters who

worked on a 2859-acre land holding,

purchased by prominent businessman, Tan

Kim Seng through its limited liability

company, Kim Seng Land Co. Ltd. in 1862.

MY TANGLIN HALT HERITAGE TOUR

My Tanglin Halt heritage tour traces the

evolution of Queenstown as Singapore’s

first satellite town and walks participants

through the changes in public housing.

Besides visiting historical landmarks that

have defined Queenstown for the past 60

years including Singapore’s first HDB flats,

branch library and sports complex,

participants will get to hear personal

stories from older Queenstown residents.

The oldest guided tour in our stable takes

place every fourth Saturday and Sunday.



M y   H o l l a n d  V i l l a g e  h e r i t a g e  t o u r  t e a m

M y  T a n g l i n  H a l t  h e r i t a g e  t o u r  t e a m



The story of Queenstown began on 27

September 1953 when British officials from

the Singapore Improvement Trust (SIT)

named the new town after Queen Elizabeth

II to mark her 1952 coronation. The colonial

suburb was the most ambitious project

initiated by SIT to tackle overcrowding

woes in Chinatown.

 

Construction of the new satellite town

began at the former Buller Camp. As a

satellite estate, each neighbourhood came

with its own amenities while larger facilities

such as the library and sports complex were

shared by the entire town. A myriad of

social institutions were pioneered in

Singapore’s first satellite town. In 1956, the

first technical school was opened to equip

future generations of Singaporeans with

technical knowledge to ride Singapore

through industrialisation. In 1963,

Singapore’s first polyclinic was built along

Margaret Drive to provide access to

subsidised healthcare. The first branch

library soon followed in 1970, along with the

estate’s sports complex.

By 1990, Queenstown’s oldest flats were 40

years old. Sparse and offering scant niceties,

the estate began to mirror the greying of its

original occupants. Rejuvenation in

Queenstown has begun to take place in the

form of the HDB’s Selective Enbloc

Redevelopment Scheme (SERS), where

high-density precincts are inserted in

Queenstown’s older neighbourhoods. In

June 2014, the government announced

Singapore’s biggest SERS project, with 31

public housing blocks to be torn down in

the Tanglin Halt neighbourhood.

 

The tour is a tribute to one of Singapore's

oldest HDB communities where one can

hear about and experience life in

Singapore’s first satellite town.

M y  T i o n g  B a h r u  h e r i t a g e  t o u r  t e a m

GUIDED COMMUNITY
TOURS IN BUKIT MERAH

MY TIONG BAHRU HERITAGE TOUR

My Tiong Bahru heritage tour uncovers the

intriguing people and places in Singapore’s

only conservation estate. The tour gives 



M y  M o u n t  F a b e r  &  S e n t o s a  h e r i t a g e  t o u r  t e a m  

w i t h  t h e  r e s i d e n t  g u i d e s

participants an exclusive visit to a civilian

air raid shelter which saved and gave lives

during World War II, and takes place on

every first Saturday and Sunday.

 

Even before the second world war struck

fear in the hearts of early Tiong Bahru

residents, the area had military links

through the Madras Native Infantry’s 35th

Regiment, who built their barracks at the

junction of Jalan Bukit Merah and Outram

Road in 1827. The Indian soldiers, or Sepoys,

as they were known, shifted over to Tanglin

Barracks in the Dempsey area in the 1860s,

freeing up the area for development. 

 

The first flats in Tiong Bahru were ready in

the 1930s, along with other prominent Art

Deco buildings that were built by the SIT. In

anticipation of the outbreak of war, a

civilian bomb shelter was built beneath

a horseshoe-shaped block of flats at Moh

Guan Terrace.

 

Today, much of Tiong Bahru has become

gentrified, and has turned into a chic 

housing estate with millennial-friendly

eateries and trendy shops. Led by

experienced guides, the tour explores the

picturesque alleys and enduring stories

around the conservation neighbourhood.

MY MOUNT FABER & SENTOSA
HERITAGE TOUR

Mount Faber and Sentosa are known for

their expansive tourist offerings including

the cable car, beaches and integrated

resorts (IRs), but few would know that the

area was home to several key military

installations during World War II. At Mount

Faber, a fort comprising a signal station,

gun batteries and plotting room was

constructed to coordinate Singapore’s

various artillery batteries including Buona

Vista, Pasir Panjang, Labrador, Siloso,

Serapong, Connaught and Silingsing in the

event of an invasion. In Sentosa, the

defunct Fort Serapong was equipped with

7-inch guns, 64 pounders and a command

centre for guarding the island against

amphibious attacks and close combat

battles. Both complexes at Mount Faber



and Fort Serapong were officially opened

to the public for the first time at My Mount

Faber & Sentosa Heritage Tour. 

 

The military-themed tour explores the

secret reservoirs, underground chambers

and military complexes constructed by the

British to protect Singapore from pirates

and military invasion. The guided walk,

which also includes interesting anecdotes

from former residents at Mount Faber and

military personnel stationed in Sentosa,

provides a compelling opportunity for

Singaporeans to discover the rich heritage

of Mount Faber and Sentosa beyond its

tourist-centric programmes. The tour takes

place every second Saturday and Sunday.

quell a fierce storm. In an intriguing

parallel, Wang Dayuan’s travelogue

mentioned about the chief of Longyamen

possessing a crown.

 

According to 17th century European

accounts, the early residents in Telok

Blangah were Orang Lauts. When Raffles

arrived in 1819 and established a trading

port for the British East India Company, he

instituted a tripartite system of rule, with

power shared between the company,

Sultan Hussein Shah and the Temenggong.

The Temenggong and his Orang Laut

community in Telok Blangah contributed to

the island's economic development by

clearing coastal mangroves to develop

wharves and coal sheds. 

 

When Singapore attained independence in

1965, the government acquired land in the

area to construct a new satellite town. The

guided tour, which takes place on every

third Saturday and Sunday, brings

participants to the graves of the early Telok

Blangah community at Marang, Masjid

Temenggong and Bukit Kasita.
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MY TELOK BLANGAH HERITAGE TOUR

My Telok Blangah heritage tour traverses

the 700-year history of Singapore as a

prosperous port city at the southern tip of

peninsula Malaysia, from a trading

emporium founded by the legendary Sang

Nila Utama in 1299, to a pirate-infested free

port established by Raffles in 1819 and a

modern metropolis in the 21st century. The

tour features a collection of national

monuments and historical sites including

Masjid Temenggong Daeng Ibrahim, Tang

Gah Beo and Church of St Teresa. 

 

Telok Blangah refers to “cooking pot bay” in

Malay or the cooking pot shape of the bay

behind Keppel Harbour. In the 1330s,

Chinese traveller Wang Dayuan visited

Singapore and described two settlements

on the island. The first was Banzu, located

in present-day Fort Canning. The other

settlement was known as Longyamen, and

stood on present-day Telok Blangah. The

settlement at Telok Blangah also appears in

the Sejarah Melayu, which tells the story of

Sang Nila Utama, a prince who threw his

crown into the sea off Telok Blangah to

MY REDHILL HERITAGE TOUR

My Redhill Heritage Tour recounts the

legend of Bukit Merah and follows the

transformation of the early housing estate

from a swampy red-clay hill into a modern

residential town. Participants in the tour

will visit the symbolic SIT flats at Redhill

Close and the vibrant Bukit Merah Town

Centre, where the town's community

library, sports complex and bus terminal are

situated. The tour takes place on every

fourth Saturday and Sunday.

 

In the coming year, My Community is

launching new tours in River Valley and

Boon Keng. We have started site visits,

archival research and oral history interviews. 



M y  T e l o k  B l a n g a h  h e r i t a g e  t o u r  t e a m

M y  R e d h i l l  h e r i t a g e  t o u r  t e a m



Following a worldwide consultation, the

International Council of Museums (ICOM) has

unveiled a new museum definition to

recognise the evolving role of museums in

engaging communities in recent years. 

 

The updated definition states: "Museums are

democratising, inclusive and polyphonic

spaces for critical dialogue about the pasts

and the futures...They are participatory and

transparent, and work in active partnership

with and for diverse communities to collect,

preserve, research, interpret, exhibit, and

enhance understandings of the world...”

 

Community museums are cultural

institutions which go beyond the

conventional organisation of museums to

create a bona fide interface for the public

that advocates greater community

involvement and social cohesion. They

employ a participatory approach which

acknowledges the community and its

members as active partners who possess

the authority over the interpretation of the

artefacts collected and presented, rather

than as passive subjects of study. The

growing complexity of societies

and heterogeneity of culture, beliefs and 

 

COMMUN I TY  MUSEUMS
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M u s e u m  @  M y  Q u e e n s t o w n  t e a m
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values suggests that a community museum is

a work in progress, invariably calibrated from a

long-drawn process of engagement and

negotiation among the various stakeholders -

residents, volunteers, curators, policymakers

and sponsors. As the community endeavours

to preserve the cultural objects and traditional

skills collectively, this collaborative process

builds and reinforces a particular sense of

shared history and community identity, 

of protracted advocacy, the authorities finally

relented and offered a vacant shophouse at

Block 46-3 Commonwealth Drive to set up

our museum while we anticipate a

permanent arrangement in Dawson.

 

The museum is organised into five smaller

subgroups called circles, where each team of

volunteers works meticulously with

stakeholders to co-design exhibitions and

programmes. Over the past months,

multitudinous participatory activities were

hosted at the minuscule space, which

reflects the heterogenous character of the

community. These include millennial-

friendly games like escape rooms on first

Saturdays; school reunions on first Sundays;

thought-provoking workshops on building

homes and communities using lego bricks

on second Saturdays, community quilt-

making and mural painting on every second

Sunday and fourth Saturday respectively,

seminars discussing critical and potentially

controversial issues on every third weekend

and festival celebrations during weekdays. 

 

The strength of Museum @ My Queenstown

lies in our volunteers' artistic creativity and

commitment to serve as primary keepers of

the community's collective memory. When

the museum shifts to its final location in

2021, the volunteers will play a commanding

role in reconnecting residents to their social

networks, reaffirming their sense of

community and defending their identities.

MUSEUM @ MY QUEENSTOWN

Nestled in a modest shophouse within the

historic Tanglin Halt estate, Museum @ My

Queenstown chronicles the town's past

through its treasure trove of old photographs

and objects. The shophouse is Singapore's first

independent community museum where

residents take the front seat in the planning

and negotiation with state agencies, co-

curating the programmes and exhibitions,

managing the day-to-day operations and

funding its space.

 

The idea of a collaborative cultural space in

Singapore's first satellite town was first

mooted more than a decade ago when the

town centre was undergoing massive

redevelopment. Sacred sites including

Margaret Drive Hawker Centre, Queenstown

Remand Prison and Queenstown Cinema and

Bowling Alley were progressively dismantled

and the replacement structures, if any, have

yet to capture the community's imagination. A

sense of nostalgia transcends the constrictions

of time and space as the disappearance of the

town centre represents "the conflation of a lost

time and a lost place", which in turn translates

into a loss of community on both individual

and collective levels. Furthermore, the

unending cycles of displacement and

relocation alter neighbour-to-neighbour

interaction and reduce the cohesiveness of the

community. To withstand the ravages of time,

collective memory and individual biographies

are best served by anchoring them in the firm

bedrock of a community museum. After years

UPCOMING COMMUNITY MUSEUMS

While My Community is working on the

permanent Queenstown museum, we are also

collaborating with multiple partners for new

community museums in Tiong Bahru and

Bukit Merah. The success of Museum @ My

Queenstown as a sustainable and inclusive

institution is a testament to the growing

maturity of the heritage sector in Singapore

and demonstrates that the future of cultural

management lies in the communities.
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M y  Q u e e n s t o w n  Q u i l t

P a i n t  M y  Q u e e n s t o w n

L e t ' s  T a l k  A b o u t  Q u e e n s t o w n

A  t o u r  a r o u n d  t h e  m u s e u m
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V i n t a g e  E x h i b i t i o n B u i l d  O u r  D r e a m  H o m e

S t o r i e s  o f  M y  Q u e e n s t o w n



COMMUN I TY  FEST IVALS

Sociologist Alessandro Falassi describes

festivals as "a sacred or profane time of

celebration marked by special observances".

Festivals commemorate symbolic meanings

that are intricately associated to an array of

overt values which the community regards as

intrinsic to its heritage and social identity. It

is these very features which constitute local

culture and accord festivals its uniqueness. In

order to accurately portray the community

and its adumbrative values, preparation for

the festival should be inclusive and

collaborative. In other words, a community

festival is an all-embracing event co-designed

with or by the community to celebrate a

particular way of life with emphasis on a

particular locale and occasion.

Community festivals can perform a decisive

role in articulating, cultivating or

perpetuating the cultural values of a

community if the co-curated programmes

are both internally and externally facing.

Inward-looking festivals mobilise the local

community in cultural production and assert

local values by creating a platform to

acquaint new and younger residents with

the community way of life. Individuals are

also brought together to challenge the

perceptions of local identity and negotiate

which values are important and what to
share with other communities. Externally

facing programmes, on the other hand, are

appreciated by visitors as a visible

manifestation of community identity and a

distinct identifier of its members.
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M y  Q u e e n s t o w n  F e s t i v a l



Community Heritage Festival is an

upcoming nationwide ground-up initiative

which celebrates the diversity of the

Singaporean society and the multiplicity of

our "rojak" culture in intimate and dynamic

settings. Curated by the common people in

various neighbourhoods, the festival

encourages residents to co-create

programmes and aims to provoke deeper

conversations about our communities and

shared identity.

 

A collaboration with the Singapore Tourism

Board, the festival also acknowledges the

burgeoning demand for activity-based and

authentic travel experiences that are

personable and interactive rather than

gazing through the windows of a tour bus.

Some of these programmes include

experiential guided tours of factories and

restricted places before dawn, culinary

workshops on making traditional Eurasian,

Peranakan or Indian curries with locals, and

community-wide luncheons at

neighbourhood plazas. The festival will

launch in July 2020.

My Queenstown Festival is the second

community festival which My Community is

assiduously preparing for the coming year.

Themed "Farewell Tanglin Halt", the festival

memorialises the colourful figures, the

heartwarming friendships and everyday

places in the historic neighbourhood before

the entire estate is obliterated in 2021. We

hope that the festival serves a fitting tribute

to the innumerable contributions which the

community has made towards nation-

building; and residents can find closure to a

chapter in their lives.

 

We can look forward to a myriad of

participatory programmes celebrating the

neighbourhood in 2020. This includes a

photography exhibition on the everyday

heroes and mundane places, a

documentary film immortalising the

livelihood of several residents, and a

pictorial publication on the nooks and

crannies in the estate. The festival will

coincide with the last stage of SERS in

2020, when the final batch of residents

moves to their new homes at Dawson.

COMMUNITY HERITAGE FESTIVAL
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MY QUEENSTOWN FESTIVAL





CHAMPIONING GREATER

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT IN

CULTURAL MANAGEMENT AND

URBAN GOVERNANCE

In many cities, community engagement has

evolved into a popular sentiment for

governments, local councils and cultural

institutions, inspiring the development of

policies and community-based projects

which accentuate community consultation

and involvement. As every organisation has

their own prescribed ideals for engagement,

some models can be tokenistic, untenable

and erode the trust of communities. 

 

My Community advocates for greater

community involvement in cultural

management and urban governance. The

former refers to the identification,

assessment and stewardship of cultural

heritage whereas the latter describes how

governments plan and manage urban areas.

As communities perceive heritage to

incorporate a “more cogent, credible, realist

and alternative views of the past, centred on

the lived experience of a wider spectrum of

the populace”, the government-driven model

of cultural management and urban planning

has resulted in substantial disparity between

what the government considers as deserving

of conservation and what the

community construes as socially and

historically significant. 

 

As a civic organisation, we act as a conduit

between the larger and smaller partner

organisations by balancing their interests and

needs objectively and developing an
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appreciation of how different stakeholders

operate and can work collaboratively. On

the one hand, we assist larger partners by

challenging predispositions held about

community groups and crystallising a less

elitist approach to heritage work. More

accurate viewpoints of the communities will

allow hierarchically higher organisations

realise the importance and potential of

community-based approaches to cultural

management and urban governance. As

communities are empowered to effect

change or decisions, we can cement their

long-term support for and the sustainability

of community-based programmes.

 

On the other hand, we assist to build

capacity amongst community members by

sharing professional expertise and specific

skillsets. This offsets the implicit power

imbalances between the different

stakeholders so that the community project

does not drift towards a top-down model,

but instead draws on the cumulative

knowledge of all stakeholders.

Cultural significance is embedded in the

place itself: its fabric, setting, use, associations,

meanings, records, related places and objects.

Places of cultural significance inspire a sense

of association to community and geography,

to the past and to lived experiences. Places of

cultural significance also exemplifies the

diversity of our society, informing us about

who we are and how the past has formed us.

The cultural significance of a place and other

matters pertaining to its future are most

excellently understood by a community-

centred process of assembling and

synthesising information before making

cognizant decisions on any changes.

 

Our heritage assessment framework is guided

by the Queenstown Charter, adapted from

the Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter 2013,

"Assessing Heritage Significance 2001" and

Heritage Impact Assessments for Cultural
World Heritage Properties ICOMOS 2011. The
framework criteria encompass the three 

H e r i t a g e  I m p a c t  A s s e s s m e n t s  i n  B u k i t  M e r a h

HERITAGE ASSESSMENTS
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values in the Burra Charter which are

commonly accepted by the Urban

Redevelopment Authority and professional

consultants: historical significance, aesthetic

significance and social significance. The

framework construes the scientific value of

cultural assets as a construct of two relative

indicators; its rarity and representativeness, to

allow for a broader assessment of cultural

item’s research potential. 

 

The value of cultural heritage is assessed on a

grading scale: negligible, low, moderate, high

and exceptional. (Article 5, Burra Charter 2013;

Appendix 3A HIA ICOMOS, 2011) Additional

inclusion and exclusion pointers within each

criterion serve as a guideline in ascribing value

for the cultural items. These pointers should

complement the grading scale and evaluative

statements for each criterion are drafted to

justify the conclusive statement of

significance. A succinct statement of

significance which encapsulates an item's

heritage values serves as a guide for

developmental agencies and forms the

bedrock for cultural management policies that

will affect its future.

 

Heritage assessments marshalling hundreds of

residents to evaluate the cultural significance

of approximately 100 sacred sites have

commenced in Queenstown. Forums, town

halls and group meetings were organised

periodically in the past year to elicit stories

and individual experiences about the place.

The community-centred approach to

understand, evaluate and provide

recommendations can be useful in making

comparative analyses. We envisage that these

assessments will be completed in the coming

year. 

heteronomous and paternalistic practices of

architectural professionals and governments.  

There are three broad priorities in

community architecture. First, there should

be minimal destruction of social networks in

rehabilitation or new construction. Second,

the inclusion of community members in the

design process is necessary as the end-users

are most acquainted with their needs and

requirements. Third, community members

should be involved in the decision-making

and management processes.

 

As our cultural mappers ascertain the

existing social networks in Tanglin Halt, the

community-based participatory research

also aims to develop an urban plan which

valorises the cultural aspects of a

community's quality of life, explores the

multilayered meaningfulness of communal

spaces and interprets the tangible and

intangible impacts of repurposing urban

spaces. 

 

We are working with Tanjong Pagar Town

Council and other planning authorities to

relay both quantitative and qualitative

information collected from the residents into

architectural plans for shared spaces so that

their shared heritage and current way of life

can resume in the new Dawson

neighbourhood. Further details will be

established in the coming months.

COMMUNITY ARCHITECTURE

PARTICIPATORY DESIGN

Community architecture can be simply

understood as "architecture carried out with

the active participation of the end-users", in

contrast with the conventional

Community architecture is a subset of

participatory design, where every

stakeholder is actively involved in the

design process. Here, we focus on co-

designing heritage corners and community

museums with residents to build ownership

and cultivate responsibility. A participatory

design team was formed to co-design our

permanent museums at Queenstown, Bukit

Merah and Tiong Bahru and commercial

projects elsewhere. 
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FINANCIAL REPORTS &

GOVERNANCE

Soaring interest in preserving our social

memories and safeguarding our community

heritage has coincided with My

Community's phenomenal growth during

the past year. In FY2018/2019, we drew

$343,611 from donations, government grants,

consultancy services and programmes

receipts, a twenty-fold increase from the

previous financial year. Likewise,

expenditure has swelled to $125,627 as the

society allocates more resources in research,

events management, rental, utilities,

advertisements and wages.

 

As My Community navigates through a

plausible recession with a handful of

committed projects including My

Queenstown Museum and Community

Heritage Festival, a progressive business 

model which diversifies our sources of income

is pivotal to our organisation in fulfilling its

vision and mission. We aim to achieve the "30-

30-30" target within the next three years,

where a third of our revenue is derived each

from donations, grants and consultancy

services.

 

In the coming year, My Community will be

scouring for suitable candidates to helm our

community design and architecture teams.

We have engaged pro-bono lawyers from

Morgan Lewis Stamford to facilitate our

transition into a Company Limited by

Guarantee (CLG). We are also seeking advice

from the Charities' Unit and our auditors

periodically to ensure a proper handover. The

new entity will retain our charitable mission

and remain as a non-profit organisation.
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My Community's main sources of income

are donations, government grants and

programmes receipts. In order to guarantee

the tenability of the organisation, My

Community's financial policies are guided

by three fundamental principles:

sustainability, transparency and scalability.

 

First, My Community's activities are

financially sustainable. In 2018 and 2019, our

charitable initiatives are self-sustaining and

do not require additional grants or

donations from members of the public.

Many of our programmes including cultural

mapping and community tours generate

substantial income to cover overheads and

operational costs.

 

Second, we adopt a policy of transparency

by publishing our audited financial

statements on our websites. A copy of our

audited financial statements can be

obtained from our registered office.

 

Third, we aim to reduce costs by achieving

scalability in our programmes. For instance,

we practise bulk purchase for expendables

including removal batteries and earpieces,

as well as uniform designs for our

advertising collateral. These prudent

practices enable us attain economies of

scale and reduce average expenditure.

FY2018/2019, we raised $108,488 from

individuals and corporate institutions. We

have collected over $120,000 from well-

wishes in the first four months of

FY2019/2020.

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST POLICY
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All board members and ordinary members

are required to declare any conflicts of

interest and abstain from any decision-

making if they are directly or indirectly

linked to the vendor. My Community's

position on conflicts of interest is enshrined

in clause 8.4A of our constitution which

states that "Whenever a member of the

Executive Board in any way, directly or

indirectly, has an interest in a transaction or

project or other matter to be discussed at a

meeting, the member shall disclose the

nature of his interest before the discussion

on the matter begins. The member

concerned should not participate in the

discussion or vote on the matter, and should

also offer to withdraw from the meeting and

the Executive Board shall decide if this

should be accepted."

WHISTLE-BLOWING POLICY

FUNDRAISING POLICY

DISCLOSURE OF REMUNERATION 

FINANCIAL POLICY

My Community was registered as a charity

under the Charities Act on 12 December 2015

and conferred with the status as an

Institution of Public Character on 13

December 2016. This grants My Community

with the authority to issue tax deductible

receipts for qualifying donations at the

prevailing deduction rate of 250%. In 

An executive team was formed in March 2019

to supervise the day-to-day operation of the

organisation and prepare the society's

transition into a CLG. Kwek Li Yong is

contracted to provide services as the society's

executive director. He will be relinquishing his

role as the president of the society and has

recused himself from all Board of Directors'

decisions regarding his employment and

remuneration. None of the charity’s staff

receives more than $100,000 annually.

Our charity has in place, a whistle-blowing

policy to address concerns about possible

wrongdoing or improprieties in financial or

other matters within the charity.



IN NUMBERS...

103 

GUIDED TOURS

86

CULTURAL MAPPING

EXERCISES

77

MUSEUM TOURS &

PROGRAMMES

7,200 

ARCHIVAL

PHOTOGRAPHS

197

ARTEFACTS &

DOCUMENTS

203

ORAL HISTORY

INTERVIEWS

321

ACTIVE MEMBERS

16,480 

FACEBOOK LIKES

536

INSTAGRAM

FOLLOWERS
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